Medical Device Domains Overview

The following page shows a visualization of the new including the relation to the patient data SDTM domains. Please compare to the well done presentation slides shown at the CDISC webinar by Kit Howard on September 18, 2012. The domain details are explained based on a case.

Can be found under:  http://www.cdisc.org/presentations---slides

You need to be logged in. Select «Slides» from the webinar 18 Sep 2012, The medical device part is on pages 21 to 59.

Hint: while the presentation mentions the DR domain simply as «consistent location to find this», I personally think this is the «emotional» starting point of the mapping of the device information to the new domains.

Please note: There are studies about medical devices without individual device identifiers (e.g. device number) or where all patients are «using» the same device, e.g a MRI device.